STERI-FAB®
BACTERICIDE • SANITIZER • FUNGICIDE
MILDEWICIDE • INSECTICIDE • DEODORANT
GERMICIDE • VIRICIDE®

STERI-FAB IS EFFECTIVE AGAINST MOST GRAM NEGATIVE AND GRAM POSITIVE AND ODOR CAUSING BACTERIA AS WELL AS INSECTS, FUNGUS, MOLD AND MILDEW.

BETORE APPLYING STERI-FAB MAKE SURE THAT NOZZLE IS SET AT FINE SPRAY.

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS:
* 3-PHENOXYBENZYL D-CIS AND TRANS * 2,2-DIMETHYL-3 *
* CIS/TRANS ISOMER RATION: MAX .25%(+OR-) CIS
D-CIS TRANS PHENOTHIRIN
DIMETHYL BENZYL AMMONIUM CHLORIDE
DIDECYL DIMETHYL AMMONIUM CHLORIDE
ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL
(2-METHYLPROPENYL) CYCLOPROPANECARBOXYLATE

INERT INGREDIENTS:
* D-CIS TRANS PHENOTHIRIN
* * CIS/TRANS ISOMER RATION: MAX .25%(+OR-) CIS MIN .75%(+OR-) TRANS

Shake Well Before And During Use.

WARNING: Keep Out Of Reach Of Children.
See First Aid Statements and other Precautions.
FOR INSTITUTIONAL USE • MADE IN U.S.A.
NOBLE FINE PRODUCTS CO.
Centuck Station • Yonkers, NY 10710-0041
NET CONTENTS 1 PINT (16 FL. OZ.)

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
HAZARDOUS TO HUMAN AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS.

WARNING: Harmful if inhaled. Causes eye and skin irritation. Do not breathe vapors or spray mist. Do not get in eyes. Avoid contact with skin.

FIRST AID:
If inhaled:
• Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes.
• Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye.
• Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

If on skin or clothing:
• Take off contaminated clothing.
• Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes.
• Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

If in eyes:
• Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes.
• Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

If swallowed:
• Move person to fresh air.
• If person is not breathing, call 911 or ambulance, then give artificial respiration, preferably by mouth to mouth, if possible.
• Have person sip a glass of water if able to swallow.
• If person is unconscious, call 911 or ambulance, then give artificial respiration, preferably by mouth to mouth, if possible.
• Remove any unneeded clothing, jewelry, or contact lenses.
• Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

IF INGESTED:
• Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice. You may also contact 1-800 CHEMTREC for emergency medical treatment information.

IF EXPOSED TO SPRAY:
• Wash any exposed skin areas with soap and water for 15-20 minutes.
• If you wear contact lenses and you can remove them, do so.
• Avoid touching eyes, nose, mouth, and other mucous membranes.

IN CASE OF ACCIDENTAL EXPOSURE TO SPRAY:
• Remove and wash any contaminated clothing immediately using soap and water.
• Remove and wash any contaminated gloves immediately using soap and water.
• Avoid touching eyes, nose, mouth, and other mucous membranes.
• Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

HOT LINE NUMBERS
• 1-800 CHEMTREC

FOR INSTITUTIONAL USE:
• Use in accordance with label directions.
• Do not alter the label directions.
• Do not use concomitantly with other pesticides.

SURFACE TREATMENT:
SURFACES AND OBJECTS:
• Surfaces and objects must be cleaned of gross filth before treatment. Spray surfaces and articles until thoroughly dampened and allow to remain wet for at least 10 minutes.
• As an insecticide, bactericide, mold and mildewicide, deodorant and fungicide spray surfaces and articles until thoroughly dampened and allow to remain wet for at least 10 minutes.
• To kill roaches, bedbugs, ants and silverfish: The infested areas should be sprayed thoroughly and repeatedly, directing the spray into all crevices, cracks, hiding places, seams, creases and folds.
• To kill lice and louse eggs: The infested areas should be sprayed thoroughly and repeatedly, directing the spray into all crevices, cracks, hiding places, seams, creases and folds.
• To deodorize and control odor-causing organisms on carpets, apply STERI-FAB thoroughly to top and undersides of rugs and carpets and mats to kill odor-causing bacteria and fungi and allow to remain wet for at least 10 minutes.
• To kill fleas and ticks: The infested area should be sprayed thoroughly and repeatedly directing the spray into all animal quarters and surrounding areas. For best results remove and destroy old animal bedding prior to use. Do not spray animals. Animals should be treated with an appropriate flea and tick spray designed for their use before they reenter the treated area.
• To kill sowbugs, centipedes, firebrats and mites: The infested area should be sprayed thoroughly and repeatedly directing the spray into all crevices, cracks and other hiding places.
• To sanitize and deodorize restrooms: Apply STERI-FAB on all surfaces (avoiding contact with food and animals) until a moist surface is obtained and allow to remain wet for at least 10 minutes.
• To provide for bacteriostatic, fungistatic and deodorization during restoration processes: Apply STERI-FAB to all surfaces until a moist surface is obtained and allow to remain wet for at least 10 minutes.
• To sanitize on pre-cleaned, non-porous, non-food contact surfaces: Apply STERI-FAB to all surfaces until a moist surface is obtained and allow to remain wet for at least 10 minutes.

FOR THE DISINFECTION OF NON-UPHOLSTERED CHAIRS, BED SPRINGS, AND FURNITURE (THOSE SIZES SUCH AS LOVE SEATS USE 4-5 OUNCES STERI-FAB. DOUBLE BED MATTRESSES USE 6-8 OUNCES OF STERI-FAB. MATTRESSES (SURFACES): Small sizes such as love seats use 4-5 ounces STERI-FAB. Regular size sofas use 6-8 ounces. Use 8 ounces of STERI-FAB on convertible sofas. FAB. Regular size sofas use 6-8 ounces. Use 8 ounces of STERI-FAB on convertible sofas.

BACTERIOSTATIC, FUNGISTATIC AND DEODORIZATION:
• Mattresses (surfaces): Spray coverage varies from 4-6 ounces depending on size. Single bed and folding cot mattresses use 4-6 ounces of STERI-FAB. Double bed mattresses use 6-8 ounces of STERI-FAB. Sofas uphusted chairs (surfaces): Small sizes such as love seats use 4-5 ounces STERI-FAB. Regular size sofas use 6-8 ounces. Use 8 ounces of STERI-FAB on convertible sofas.

DEODORIZATION:
• To provide for bacteriostatic, fungistatic and deodorization during restoration processes: Apply STERI-FAB to all surfaces until a moist surface is obtained and allow to remain wet for at least 10 minutes.

FOR DISINFECTION OF NON-POROUS SURFACES:
• To kill herpes simplex type 2 on non-porous surfaces, apply STERI-FAB until thoroughly dampened coverage is obtained and allow to remain wet for at least 10 minutes.

FOR THE DISINFECTION OF NON-UPHOLSTERED CHAIRS, BED SPRINGS, AND FURNITURE (THOSE WITH NON-POROUS SURFACES): STERI-FAB should be applied to all surfaces until a dew-like appearance is obtained and allow to remain wet for at least 10 minutes.

PROCESSES:
• To kill lice, fleas, ticks, sowbugs, centipedes, firebrats, mites, and roaches: Spray surfaces and articles until thoroughly dampened and allow to remain wet for at least 10 minutes.
• To kill lice and louse eggs: The infested areas should be sprayed thoroughly and repeatedly, directing the spray into all crevices, cracks, hiding places, seams, creases and folds.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL:
STORAGE:
• Keep from freezing. Store in ventilated areas. Do not contaminate water, food or feed by storage and disposal. Do not contaminate water sources or surface waters.
• Large containers (10 gallon drums and 5 gallon pails): Do not reuse empty container.
• Triple rinse and dispose in landfill approved for pesticide disposal. Small container (1 gallon or less): Rinse thoroughly and discard with trash.

DISPOSAL:
• Do not contaminate water, food or feed by storage and disposal. Do not contaminate water sources or surface waters.
• Large containers (10 gallon drums and 5 gallon pails): Do not reuse empty container.
• Triple rinse and dispose in landfill approved for pesticide disposal. Small container (1 gallon or less): Rinse thoroughly and discard with trash.

EPA EST. NO. 00397NY01
EPA REG. NO. 397-13